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Fire Factory is a new brand of fireworks created by Kurt Cowgill and myself (Steven Irvin). Its creation was 
inspired by our 30 years of combined experience in the industry and our time spent in China. This is our way 
of bringing our passion and commitment of fireworks to the market. Fire Factory isn't just a new logo or 
name it’s about a new generation of Pyros. This brand is about honoring the past and forging the future. We 
will stand behind our new brand and products to create a commitment to product quality and customer 
success.

Sourcing high quality products with a mix of the best effects from the past and today’s innovative effects 
consumers are seeing for the first time is a core principle of Fire Factory. We leveraged our buying power 
and expertise to bring in a range of products that will be a tremendous value to the importer, wholesaler, 
retailer, and final consumer. No matter where you fall, the value these items bring will be in excess of what 
your dealer or distributor charges. We aren’t peddling bottle rockets here, these products are the best of 
the best, dollar for dollar.

Fire Factory is not just a new brand, it is our inspiration for the next 30 years. We look forward to you joining 
the journey, it’s going to be one hell of a ride!

KURT COWGILL Steven irvin
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All hail the mighty king! This cake features nine dazzling golden 
crowns of the unique tourbillion effect with bright green, gold, 

and red strobing gemstones in the center. Neon blue and green 
go-getters form a bouquet of flowers between each set of crowns. 

Bow before the king of kings!

KING OF KINGS 19 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2844 8.75 Width: 8.75 Depth: 11 2-1

500 GRAM FINALE (2” TUBES)

Celebrate your freedom with this high flyin', noise makin', salute 
to ‘Merica. Enormous 2 shots of Red and White Strobe mix with 

Brilliant Blue Stars. Ten loud and proud shots are guaranteed to 
make our founding fathers proud.

‘MERICA 10 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2845 9.5 Width: 11 Depth: 11 4-1

500 GRAM FINALE (2” TUBES)

It's 30 Shots of fast and furious effects you won't want to miss.  
Golden tourbillions erupt out of red & white mines to maximum 

height before breaking into a variety of assorted effects.  An 
aggressive firing pattern rapid fires cyclone tails paired up with 

triple shots of color peony with strobe, white palm with color strobe, 
and golden silk willow before a final gust of twisting tails to crackling 

chrysanthemum!  What a RUSH!

TWIST OF FATE 30 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2856 9 Width: 11.5 Depth: 9.5 4-1

500 GRAM CAKES

Call us today!     800-800-2264
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500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2852 9 Width: 15 Depth: 10.5 4-1

You'll be glad you rolled the dice with this one! After Glow by Fire 
Factory is one of a kind with BIG neon multi-colored breaks across 
the entire sky. Followed by a unique orange lace afterglow effect 
that reignites the sky and leaves the audience mesmerized.

AFTERGLOW 25 SHOT

500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2853 6 Width: 12.75 Depth: 9 4-1

Don’t Fear the Reaper, demand a little MORE COWBELL!  This 38 
shot maximum load cake sets the pace early with triple effects 
including mines, whistling tail, and alternating color peony/gold 
willow break charges.  Gradually the pace speeds up as the effects 
multiply across the sky to include falling leaves and flying fish.  A 5 shot 
brocade finale ensures this one has plenty of COWBELL!

MORE COWBELL 38 SHOT

500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2855 9 Width: 9.5 Depth: 13 4-1

It's time to party like you're on Bourbon Street with this 21 Shot 
500 Gram Cake!  You'll be mesmerized with fanned lights of triple 
neon multi-colored dahlias, whistling tails, vibrant colorful peonies, 
and dazzling gold glitter cores.  This volley cake is worthy of a Mardi 
Gras style celebration!

THE BIG EASY 21 SHOT
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The name says it all.  Rapid fire shots of crackling multi-color 
comets mixed with whistling and colored comet tails lead the 

way for one CRAZY finale.  This cake will leave your head spinning 
300 times with only one worthy name, Ridiculousness.

RIDICULOUSNESS 300 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2854 4 Width: 28..5 Depth: 17.25 1-1

500 GRAM CAKES

Awake the dead with this spine-tingling zipper of multi-colored 
crackling pearls.  Giant mines with comet tails erupt into a purple 
strobing frenzy followed by more crazy zombie colored crackling 

pearls.  Escape the Zombie House with a volley of blue and red 
strobes with two sets of colored mines and screaming whistles.  

Finally, set the Zombie House ablaze with white mines and golden 
brocade crackle.  A long duration zipper that'll give you goosebumps.

ZOMBIE HOUSE 115 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2857 7 Width: 18.5 Depth: 17.25 2-1

500 GRAM CAKES

Call us today!     800-800-2264
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FINALE REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2550 6 Width: 7.5 Depth: 5 8-1

Glitch spazzes out with 19 shots of beautiful special effects and 
bright neon colors.  Starting with whirlwind tails to falling leaves, 
this show quickly accelerates to big bursting multi-color strobing 
stars.  The action continues with the second round of whirlwind tails 
to flying fish transitioning into 4 single shots of gold brocade with 
strobing stars.  The finale sequence will impress with a triple shot of 
golden brocades with color glittering stars!

GLITCH  19 SHOT

FINALE REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2551 6 Width: 8 Depth: 5 8-1

You're gonna git it this time varmint!  4 shots from my six-shooter 
blast purple brocade crown with green tips high into the sky.  The 
damsels scream with 2 stage whistlers, then you fire back.  4 shots 
of white strobe brocade with red and blue color tips.  The lasses can't 
take it, more screams!  Then our final shots of gold brocade with red 
colored crackling titanium tips ring out, The dust settles, and I gotcha!

HIGH NOON  22 SHOT

FINALE REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2552 6 Width: 6.5 Depth: 4 10-1

Jump into hyperspace with brilliant color comets and strobing 
mines that lead the way for humming zippers as they reach light 
speed and zip across the galaxy.

LIGHTSPEED 40 SHOT
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Shift into 4HI and hold on, we're about to get a little mud 
on the tires. This 16 shot cake makes tracks with blue, red, 

silver, and gold hummers. It features rising tails, spider and 
strobe bombards, and powerhouse breaks. This beast won't 

leave you stuck in the mud.

4X4 16 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2537 5 Width: 4.75 Depth: 4.75 16-1

AERIAL REPEATERS

Open a can of WORMS! These multi-colored pearls break into 
worms that squiggle all over the sky.

CAN OF WORMS 9 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2538 3.25 Width: 3 Depth: 3 48-1

AERIAL REPEATERS

A premium barrage of multi-color pearls, whistling tails, and 
crackling chrysanthemum!

COLOR PEARL W/ REPORTS 144 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:783 2.5 Width: 5.5 24-1

AERIAL REPEATERS

Call us today!     800-800-2264
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PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS

Item No: Height: packing:2957 15 Width: 7.25 Depth: 5 12-12

Here at Fire Factory, we didn’t want to produce another cheap 
ball shell. We wanted to produce the best ball shell possible. Devil’s 
Dozen is the best of the best. These 12 shells have great lift, color, 
effects, and a phenomenal burst. These are a must-have for any 
backyard show.

DEVIL'S DOZEN 12 shells

PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS

Item No: Height: packing:2980 14.5 Width: 10 Depth: 5.5 6-12

Fire Factory produces only the highest quality fireworks and the 
Rockstar Canister Shells are no exception. This 60g maximum load 
artillery shell is a hard-hitting, high-flying shell with 12 unique 
breathtaking effects. Give these shells a try and you will be partying 
like a Rockstar!

ROCKSTAR 12 SHELLS
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A fun value pack of 6 mini 5 ball roman candles.

MINI ROMAN CANDLE  5 BALL

Item No: Height: packing:2471 9 Width: 3 Depth: 0.5 240-6

ROMAN CANDLES

Paparazzi is a 4 pack of large bore premium roman candles 
featuring red, green, purple, and white strobing stars.

PAPARAZZI  5 BALL

Item No: Height: packing:2491 18 Width: 4 Depth: .75 24-4

ROMAN CANDLES

Bombs away with this high-flying, aggressive shooter.  120 rapid 
fire multi-color comets with white tails soar over 50 feet into the 

night sky.  The enemy doesn't stand a chance!

SPITFIRE  120 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2492 33 Width: 2.75 12-1

ROMAN CANDLES

Call us today!     800-800-2264
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SATURN MISSILES

Item No: Height: packing:2713 3 Width: 17.75 Depth: 2.25 18-1

Enjoy bright red & green tails to popping reports with strobe.  
This 200 shot device varies the timing to deliver a good duration 
but also an aggressive, impressive finale sequence!

NEON 200

SATURN MISSILES

Item No: Height: packing:2716 3.75 Width: 10.75 Depth: 3.25 15-1

It’s a unique twist on an old favorite.  With several large missiles 
mixed with standard missiles, this item delivers a great Saturn 
performance by manipulating the firing sequence and sending a 
rage of whistling Saturn tails to fist pounding reports.

RAGE MISSILES 92 SHOT
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Six quality rockets from Fire Factory with varying effects. 
We have lift off.

APOLLO ROCKETS

Item No: Height: packing:230 16 Width: 0.75 Depth: 5 48-6

SKY ROCKETS

Two big and three jumbo rockets make up this excellent 
five-piece Big Falcon Rocket kit. Riding a soft charcoal tail high 
into the sky, each rocket bursts beautifully into a symmetrical 

aerial display with varying colors and effects.

BFR

Item No: Height: packing:283 34.25 Width: 10.25 16-5

SKY ROCKETS

Call us today!     800-800-2264
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FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2625 6.5 Width: 6.5 Depth: 6.5 12-1

Sit down and hold on for Centrifuge!  This futuristic fountain 
starts with tons of Chrysanthemums which give way to massive 
titanium crackling.  Then WATCH OUT as the sideways thrusters kick 
into overdrive.  The entire fountain starts to spin at speeds that will 
make your knees buckle.  Centrifuge ends with dizzying showers of 
sparks shooting in all directions.

CENTRIFUGE

FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2630 6 Width: 8.5 Depth: 7 12-1

You absolutely won't believe the creation of Frankenstein’s 
Monster!  Lasting over 75 seconds, a flurry of electric charges 
erupt from the monster resulting in a power surge that leaves the 
area strobing and crackling.  Finally, the charges ignite from the bolts 
and Frankenstein is alive!!  Showers of multi-color pearls gush as the 
monster’s eyes and mouth illuminate!

FRANKENSTEIN’S MONSTER

FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2626 8.5 Width: 5 12-1

Swim through a smack of jellyfish!  This fountain features vibrant 
neon colors of red, blue, yellow and purple, with hundreds of 
jellyfish floating throughout.

JELLYFISH SMACK
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This unique fountain display will go up, down, and side to side to cover the 
entire viewing area.  With a heavy load of powder, it begins with multi-color stars 

for several seconds before transitioning to liquid fish and sparkling showers.  After 
about 50 seconds of alternating effects, the sides ignite to send this fountain 

spinning out of control shooting sparks in a large circle.  This brilliant display will 
simply thrill you and you’ll be left in awe after a large crackling and color star finale.  It’s 

a sure bet that the Outta Control fountain will stand out among the rest!

OUTTA CONTROL

Item No: Height: packing:2629 7 Width: 8 Depth: 8 12-1

500 GRAM FOUNTAIN

This fountain really takes the cake with shimmering golden pine 
needles as red and white strobes slowly transition in for a triple 
layer display of beautiful effects.  Eventually, these effects fade 

into a brilliant school of glittering gold and silver fish that are sure 
to impress everyone.  What’s better than a piece of cake?

PIECE OF CAKE

Item No: Height: packing:2627 7 Width: 7 Depth: 7 24-1

FOUNTAINS

Get ready for some hot pants and glitter, Disco is back baby!  
This color fountain will take you back to Studio 54 with bright 

colorful fish gushing onto the dance floor.  With a performance of 
over 60 seconds, an array of crackling flowers transition into color 

pearl chrysanthemums ensure DISCO is Stayin’ Alive!

SPACE DISCO

Item No: Height: packing:2628 9 Width: 4 18-1

FOUNTAINS
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FLYING & REPORT NOVELTIES

Item No: Height: packing:2102 4 Width: 0.5 48-4

This helicopter firework spins on the ground then takes off high 
up into the air shooting sparks and leaving a trail of blue or red 
smoke.

CROP DUSTER

SMOKE

Item No: Height: packing:1232 9.5 Width: 1.5 48-1

Patriot smoke will have you feeling patriotic by discharging red, 
white, and blue smoke all at the same time! With 3 discharge ports, 
one on each end and one in the center, this is a truly unique device 
that you have to see to believe.

PATRIOT 3 COLOR RWB SMOKE

CONES

Item No: Height: packing:603 11 Width: 4 48-1

Three varieties of a #8 size cone. Multi-color, Crackle, and Silver.

#8 CONE
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#8 CONE
4X4 16 SHOT
AFTERGLOW 25 SHOT
APOLLO ROCKETS
BFR Rockets
CAN OF WORMS 9 SHOT 
CENTRIFUGE Fountain
COLOR PEARL W/ REPORTS 144 SHOT
CROP DUSTER smoke helicopter
DEVIL'S DOZEN artillery shells
FRANKENSTEIN’S MONSTER fountain
GLITCH 19 SHOT 
HIGH NOON 22 SHOT 
JELLYFISH SMACK fountain
KING OF KINGS 19 SHOT 
LIGHTSPEED 40 SHOT 
‘MERICA 10 SHOT 
MINI ROMAN CANDLE  5 BALL 
MORE COWBELL 38 SHOT
NEON 200 Saturn Missiles
OUTTA CONTROL Fountain
PAPARAZZI 5 BALL 
PATRIOT 3 COLOR RWB SMOKE
PIECE OF CAKE Fountain
RAGE MISSILES  92 SHOT Saturn Missiles
RIDICULOUSNESS  300 SHOT
ROCKSTAR Artillery shells
SPACE DISCO Fountain
SPITFIRE 120 SHOT
THE BIG EASY  21 SHOT
TWIST OF FATE  30 SHOT
ZOMBIE HOUSE 115 SHOT


